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The story has gone viral: Scientists have found snake venom toxins in the plasma and fecal

samples of COVID-19 patients.

It was a very small study — 20 patients with COVID and 10 without — but since September 2021,

the idea that this venom-like substance is part and parcel of what’s driving COVID deaths has

been spreading from mainstream news to science websites all over the world.

But is it true? Is snake venom somehow connected to COVID-19? In a review for Children’s Health

Defense, James Lyons-Weiler, Ph.D., questions the validity of extrapolating conclusions from a

study of a handful of people who live in areas where they may have been treating themselves with

animal venoms.

 SpeciVcally, Weiler points out two relevant questions:

1. Five control samples are too few. How many people without COVID-19 have the protein in

their blood or feces?

2. Were these patients treating themselves (or under the care of doctors) for COVID-19 (or

another autoimmunity) with animal venoms?

So what’s going on here? Can the human body produce a snake-like, killer venom in COVID

patients or were they treating themselves without telling their physicians?

“My favored hypothesis is that autoimmune patients in Italy using animal venoms to treat their

autoimmunity — or to ward off COVID-19 — have confused the heck out of scientists who Vnd

those venoms or metabolites thereof in their feces and blood,” Weiler says. “But it’s also possible

that we produce proteins in response to SARS-CoV-2 infection that match venom in other species.

Unlikely, but I can’t rule it out.”
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This whole story strikes me as a vicious and also, a highly non-credible way to discredit the truth movement. I don't believe even one word

of it. And I suggest not to play into it, in any way. ... Did anybody mention Dr Meryl Nass's statement about this snake venom nonsense?

merylnass.substack.com/.../watch-the-water-with-a-grain-of-salt
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I must say I agree with you Mirandola.  I was put off by the horribly sensationalist trailer for the Stew Peters Vlm and wondered why

any genuine truth seeker would do that to the movement.
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Dr. Syed Mobeen just looked at this and said our body produces this similar to venom product when it is Vghting a virus or similar attack

takes place. It is the bodies response.
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In that case we all better take out our snake bite kits! Just kidding. I really don't believe even one single word of this. I think its a

disinformation campaign to ridicule naturopathy and the truth movement. Dr Mercola, WHY would people use snake venom to

treat...anything at all? It is used in homeopathic dosages for hot jashes, and otherwise is avoided like poison! Your report above

quotes RFK out of context, in ways that directly undermine his statements and his intentions ("let's get on with more productive

topics" he said, in words to that effect). Why is Dr Meryl Nass's statement about this snake venom business as "hooey" not so much

as mentioned? merylnass.substack.com/.../watch-the-water-with-a-grain-of-salt  Is your report a test to see whether or not your

followers have any brains at all? Dr Mercola, your posting this is a real betrayal. I am blown away!
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Just watched Stew Peters and Mike Adams interview w Dr. Ardys. Seems to make sense — recommend you watch for knowledge …
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It connects a lot of dots and opens avenues deeper in to the abyss of all things COVID.
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Considering how much the Luciferians love their number and symbology; I'd say that this is more than plausible. A picture is worth a

thousand words! www.shutterstock.com/.../medicine-symbol-295568591
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The snake on a POLE has been used since the time of Moses after he came down from MT Sinai. The CruciVxion of our Lord Jesus

is also connected to it. So your hunch there is now debunked. It really has been in use for medicinal things since Moses came down

from Mt Sinai. Numbers Chapter 21. The old testament. look it up online or you can get a King James, with olde language, the New

King James or an RSV bible. You may as well use the Catholic edition so you get more in it,, some lovely stories from the old

testament. RSVCE. Tobit is a lovely story and we can get a lot from it. BTW, the Holy Rosary is the STRONGEST prayer out there

apart from confession followed by the holy Mass with communion worthily received. Syergistically, both are BEST! The Divine Mercy

Chaplet is great too. Buy some lovely beads.  God Bless
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Wow and thank Jesus for "ursulariches" who sure is drinking that "Kool-Aid", thank goodness we've all been "debunked". 

🤓
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All questions are welcome. After all, we are trying to dissect a lot of working parts behind COVID. From the use of graphene oxides in

COVID jabs and their use in transhuman technology openly stated as a goal by Swaubs pet antichrist Harari to the globalists openly stated

desire to reduce the global population, by not a small amount. Dr. Artis said in this 3rd interview with Mike Adams that the mRNA relies on

a peptide from snake venom, and without it, it can't function.  Everything brought out in the 3 part interview is worth of further examination

and can lead to important new discoveries. A closed mind out of that gate is indicative of people holding onto their pet beliefs, or perhaps

their Vnancial interests.
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Indeed, we must review the evidence and discern the truth from the mass propaganda being thrown at us. Thanks to OBAMA who

changed the law regulating propaganda in the US, that USED TO save us from this EVIL.
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Snake venom is also a component of vaccines and many pharmaceutical drugs…

www.brighteon.com/4f8a0a6a-9c11-4cc9-9b02-4e8cc310bc13
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beauprep: Snake venom is deliberately used to make antivenin to save people bitten by poisonous snakes. These snakes are

deliberately farmed in captivity, so that people's lives can be saved. Such apathetic joke that this is now publicized as some sort of

diabolical plot.
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naturalnews.com/2022-04-12-dr-bryan-ardis-releases-huge-allegations-the-covid-19-virus-vaccines-derived-snake-venom.html        

forbiddenknowledgetv.net/watch-the-water-full-movie
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Thank for posting the interviews! Yes it is worth further investigation but surely makes sense…
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I think Dr. Ardis on numerous vids made a strong case to pursue the hypothesis. More than anything, he proves to buy anti-venom

supplements and use anti-venom prescriptions to counter envenomation symptoms of COVID-19. I am going with the logic: all symptoms

and disease process of COVID-19 correspond to envenomation.
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"Double jabbed" does correspond with the envenomating fangs of a snake.
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I have realised that when things sound sci-V or outlandish , then most likely they are true. Only those who don’t know or cannot fathom the

true are those who are quick to dismiss the obvious.
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And BTW, thanks to Mike Adams quick work, we know there are a lot of drugs commonly used to day that are made through biomicry using
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And BTW, thanks to Mike Adams quick work, we know there are a lot of drugs commonly used to day that are made through biomicry using

snake venom and nanocarriers.
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Cobra Therapeutics, Cobra biologics (in UK) and Venom Tech . www.criver.com/cobra-biologics-now-part-charles-river

 www.news-medical.net/.../Venomtech-announces-new-drug-development-collaboration-with-Charles-River.aspx  We SHOULD be looking

into snake venom being used in medicines Absolutely we should.
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Some ore info to back up this theory: chec out a company called Ophirex and their program called STAIRS. It is funded by Wellcome Trust

(tied to WEF) who is providing funding to the tune of approx 80 million over 7 years.  Additional funders are DOD and WHO.  Another source

is Greg Reese giving evidence that red states were targeted with this bioweapon.

rumble.com/vt0deq-evidence-that-us-government-targeted-red-states-with-deadly-batches-of-vacc.html  So much info out there even on

mainstream media. Hard to deny there may be something to Dr. Ardis theory. Please check out all references provided here and in others

comments on this site relative to your above article.

Did you also know that the wastewater has been getting tested regularly by the CDC and that is how they can determine where the next

surge is going to be? Additionally, if these shots are as Dr Ardis says and contain the venom peptides that insert themselves into humans'

DNA, would it not be plausible then that the body would be programmed to produce the spike protein which courses thru their body?

Thinking about the entire picture of this just makes ones skin crawl! How a group of individuals can be so evil that they take biologically

venomous molecules and turn them into a nefarious bioweapon! Also did you know nicotine blocks the venom from attaching to the

receptors? After that fact came out, Fauci & company told americans now would be a good time to quit smoking because smokers make

up a large percentage of those in the hospitals.

That was a bold faced lie! Just like hydroxychloroquine not working to cure covid was a lie. Just like Ivermectin not working to cure covid

was a lie! They both are antivenoms which is why they worked! Please check into this Dr. Mercola. We trust after doing a deep dive you will

see how nefarious this is!
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It would be hard to believe, but since independent virologists have shown a number of lethal inserts on the CV spike, like the furin cleavage

site, the HIV-1 gp120, and Gag, nothing is off the table. Just googled making venom and there was an article saying scientists were using

stem-cells in venomous snake glands producing small amounts of venom. For many years making venom was attempted but failed. The

logistics of using natural snake venom constituted in proteins and peptides makes a good story, but not practical; milking thousands of

snakes, etc. However, the labs could make protein copies of the multiple components of true venom.

Even if they were not exact, they could be very toxic, and could be mass produced and lyophylized, and put in a bottle with saline, and

injected. Regarding the water story, I think there is far too much dilution to be effective. Didn't fall for the covid test strip in water or the

magnet. The military had tested spraying anthrax in the air, but the dilution effect stopped that project. It appears to me that a lot of the

dominos are lining up correctly to support a lab produced pseudo-venom that could be mass-produced.
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Additional items for review: scitechdaily.com/snake-pneumonia-coronavirus-outbreak-in-china-traced-to-snakes-by-genetic-analysis

 cancercenter.arizona.edu/.../venom-coursing-through-body-researchers-identify-mechanism-driving-covid-19-mortality

 www.news-medical.net/.../Enzyme-related-to-rattlesnake-neurotoxin-linked-with-COVID-19-infection-severity.aspx

 coronatimesnews.substack.com/.../a-long-history-of-snake-venom-as

 www.fool.com/.../from-marijuana-to-snake-venom-9-drugs-derived-from.aspx  gh.bmj.com/.../e006913  notaakhirzaman.com/9947  Bear

in mind that some of the articles I am sending have been heavily censored as you have been, Dr Mercola.

You may need to use duck duck go or some other freedom of information type search engine.

 www.weforum.org/.../animal-venom-biochemical-science-kill-cure  This forum has multiple articles about venom and its pharmaceutical

uses. www.survivethenews.com/fact-the-fda-has-approved-numerous-drugs-derived-from-venom-including-from-snakes

 www.sciencedirect.com/.../S2589909020300435  Here follows is the report from italy that Dr Weiler was referencing for your

convenience: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8772524  The following article explains differences between toxins and venom and effects of

various types of venom in the body.

Certain venom affects the nicotine receptors which appear to cause the diaphragm from contracting thus causing breathing issues.

Remdesivir takes this a step further and then causes a cytokine storm in the lungs giving the appearance of pneumonia. Something not

publicly advertised. jibhai.com/.../toxin-vs-venom-top-12-naturally-occurring-toxins-in-food  This is all very compelling evidence for the

theory/hypothesis Dr Ardis has set forth this past week. I am sure Dr Ardis would share his Vndings with those interested.
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rumble.com/v10mnew-live-world-premiere-watch-the-water.html  Great video about the snake venom.
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Just watched that Stew Peters' interview. And it all makes sense!
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HI, Glad you saw it! The shots may have many things...some saline water/ electronics/chips/some low dose/some high dose/snake

venom and graphene hydroxides. Those shaking/die may have gotten a high does of snake venom. Pray for all.
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Here is some more documentation to back up Dr. Ardis: disq.us/url  Please deep dive all of this Dr. Mercola! We need your truthtelling!
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Additionally, here is an article on the WEF website about venom based pharmaceuticals:

www.weforum.org/.../venomics-deadly-toxins-life-saving-drugs-mande-holford
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Thank you, Dr Mercola, for this wonderful article. I wonder though about one thing. If what Dr Weiler says is true, then what about the many

pharmaceutical drugs made from various venoms that are unknowingly prescribed by doctors? There are 2 prominent companies who do

this: https://venomtech.co.uk/  http://www.toxintech.com/  Here is an article from pubmed also: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30441876

 More articles about this: www.sciencedirect.com/.../S2589909020300435  www.cnn.com/.../index.html  There is a list of drugs made

from these venoms on their respective websites above.

Would you kindly be able to comment on: 1. The legitimacy of these venoms being used in the pharmaceutical industry. 2. Looking at the

symptoms of covid and the effects of these toxins on the human body, if the venom theory could have plausibility. 3. Is it possible that

Remdesivir and the covid injection could have been produced using one or more of these venoms slowly poisoning the recipients taking

into consideration that hydroxychloroquin is an anti-venom as well as other effective covid treatments.

4. If this is possible, how can people counter the effects of these items? Can the meds made with these venoms be stopped if they are only

masking the symptoms without curing the underlying cause and prolonging and making worse the actual cause of the illness the portend

to "Vx?" Just looking for your expert opinion on this topic as it is of great concern to me. Thank you so very much, Dr Mercola. Have a

wonderful Easter weekend.
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The serpent
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hssss, yessss, the serpent! More subtle than any creature... Dr. Ardis said in the 3rd Mike Adams segment that snake venom is used

to make the mRNA, and without it, it wouldn't work. This demands more investigation by open minds that are not constrained by

Vnancial or personal beliefs, especially those embedded in the allopathic system who subconsciously may be trying to preserve the

things they've learned from it. James Lyons Weiller has not been afraid to confront the harsh truth about the vaccine industry, but

he's still a White Coat and may still have subconscious biases protecting things learned from the allopathic system. I'll take a wait

and see approach and be on the lookout.
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rumble.com/v10mnew-live-world-premiere-watch-the-water.html
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Anyone know if this information comes from a reliable source?  The Satanic Roots to Modern Medicine – The Mark of the Beast?

 healthimpactnews.com/.../the-satanic-roots-to-modern-medicine-the-mark-of-the-beast
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Fascinating article. Another article which is worth reading is stopworldcontrol.com/who   The World Health Organisation is a One

World Government.
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You had better pay attention to this. There is plenty of documentation behind it.

www.brighteon.com/2b090826-787f-4d03-9f78-a1a80d3fe767  www.brighteon.com/60556b94-86af-4eae-aa59-441b02b71c33

 www.brighteon.com/0d74ac38-dcf9-44e6-99f6-96c6a59abcf9
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Laughably ridiculous. The Mercola website used to be a credible source of information about nutrition and alternative medicine. This is a

pathetic new low.
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The articles on this website provide an invaluable, balanced perspective of contemporary information concerning nutrition.
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